CPSC 101
Proposal Marking Scheme

Overall Mark ___/25

Correctly linking to the student pages ____ /3
- 1 mark for each student missing their links if the group has 3 or 4 members
- 1.5 mark for each student if the group only has 2 members

Correct coding of html ____/3
- Deduct 0.5 for each syntax error (missing semi-colon, missing end tag, etc)

Required information ____ /2
- 1 mark for title and lab section
- 1 mark for name and email address of the participants

Length ____/1
- Not too long as per assignment description

Clarity ____/2
- Easy to understand
- Well structured (usage of bullet and headings etc)
- Grammar
  - Deduct 0.5 for each grammar mistake

Comprehensiveness ____/9
- Clear and appropriate addressing of the project goal
- Explains the proposed tasks with enough detail to determine scope
  - E.g., Rather than saying "The webpage will be interactive", explicitly tell us what elements you are going to put in that will make it interactive. Is there going to be a quiz integrated into your site? Is there going to be a game? What do you want to do in order to make it interactive?
- Addresses potential challenges to the project

Detailed breakdown of responsibilities ____/3
- Breakdown should be equal in both the amount of work and depth of knowledge required. If a breakdown looks like the following, students should receive 1.
  - Person A --- proposal
  - Person B --- HTML
  - Person C --- Final report

Timeline ____/2
- Detailed breakdown of how the project will be carried out including proposal, appropriate research, coding(style and functionality), presentation, report. Same concept apply from breakdown of responsibilities.
• The timeline must contain enough detail for us to determine whether or not you have been making progress throughout the course of the project.
  o E.g., Putting “Will have finished programming by week 4” is not sufficient because we have no way of determining whether or not you are on track during week 2. Try saying something like “Will have finished integrating a map on the main HTML page by week 2” or “Will start on CSS with the rest of the site functionality complete by week 4”. This way, we can tell if you have fallen off track and need some help.

Comments: